
Why your CS team needs to get Spicy
Customer Success and Account Management teams spend a lot 

of time coordinating meetings, logging CRM details, and 
chasing down customers.

With the importance of retention and the fact that 86% of 
buyers are willing to pay more for a great customer experience, 
the best CS and AM teams are spicing up their meetings with 
Instant Booker Spicy 

Top performing revenue teams use Chili Piper

Instant Booker eliminates back-and-forth emails and replaces them with a 
one-click scheduling experience for your customers.

Whether you are booking with one guest or many, Instant Booker lets you 
quickly share availability, control your calendar, and automate every manual 
task associated with scheduling.

Now you can meet with your customers with ease, automate invites and 
reminders, and report on every meeting held.

What is Instant Booker?

One-click booking with no tedious form fills
Effortless two-way SFDC integration
Easy group scheduling
Chrome extension to book directly from your existing tech stack

Your customers deserve a better scheduling experience
Your customers shouldn’t have to do all the heavy lifting to schedule a 
meeting (but neither should you).

Instant Booker does what Calendly and others can’t:

Perfect for scaling CS teams who need to automate manual tasks and have 
accurate reporting by meeting types, no-shows, cancellations, and more.

Automatically create and update the appropriate CRM fields upon 
scheduling.
Leverage unlimited custom meeting types for consistency and 
reporting on things like QBRs, support calls, health-checks, etc.
Use dynamic tags and templates to automate every invite, reminder, 
and notification to save time and increase show-rates.

Total visibility and control
Expansion

84%

Customer Health

Quarterly Business Reviews

$15
per user / per month

Spicy

Do any of the below times work for you?

30 min

CT

@gmail.com

Send

TUE, Apr 23 WED, Apr 24 FRI, Apr 26

11:30 AM 1:00 PM 3:00 PM

Your meeting is booked!


